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We propose a quantum-enhanced heat engine with entanglement. The key feature of our scheme is
superabsorption, which facilitates enhanced energy absorption by entangled qubits. Whereas a conven-
tional engine with N separable qubits provides power with a scaling of P ¼ ΘðNÞ, our engine uses
superabsorption to provide power with a quantum scaling of P ¼ ΘðN2Þ. This quantum heat engine also
exhibits a scaling advantage over classical ones composed of N-particle Langevin systems. Our work
elucidates the quantum properties allowing for the enhancement of performance.
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Quantum properties such as entanglement are important
to realize desirable performance of devices. Quantifying the
performance of quantum devices often requires investiga-
tion of how the performance scales with the number of
qubits N. For example, a quantum computer can solve
certain problems exponentially faster than the best known
classical algorithm [1–3], where the size of the problem
corresponds to the number of qubits. In quantum sensing,
the uncertainty in the target parameter scales as ΘðN−0.5Þ
using separable qubits and ΘðN−1Þ using entangled qubits
[4–6].
Since the Industrial Revolution, the properties and

performances of heat engines have been successfully
described using a long-standing framework called thermo-
dynamics [7,8]. In previous decades, thermodynamics has
been generalized to classical small systems far from
equilibria [9], and these systems cannot be understood
without the information point of view [10–12]. This
framework is referred to as stochastic thermodynamics.
It provides tighter constraints on the properties of systems
than conventional thermodynamics, such as fluctuation
theorems [13–16] and trade-off relations [17,18], and it
is applicable to various research topics such as chemical
reactions [19,20] and biological systems [21,22].
The development of microfabrication techniques has

allowed devices to acquire quantum characteristics, thereby
facilitating various information processes that are much
more efficient than conventional strategies, as mentioned
above. Thus, there is a rapidly growing demand to establish
thermodynamics generalized to quantum systems [23,24].
In this framework, which is called quantum thermodynam-
ics [25], open quantum systems are considered as working
media [26,27], and relevant quantities such as work and
heat are defined by analogy with classical systems [28].

Although the generalization of thermodynamics to quan-
tum systems seems straightforward, it significantly extends
the scope of thermodynamics not only to heat engines
composed of nanodevices [29–33] but also to biological
systems such as photosynthesis systems [34], as quantum
systems can provide a richer set of possibilities. In
particular, the quantum version of the trade-off relation
between power and efficiency is described by a measure of
quantum coherence, which has no counterpart in classical
physics [35].
In the quantum thermodynamics, one of the main issues

is defining scaling advantages of quantum heat engines
over classical ones [35–39]. In Ref. [35], Tajima and Funo
use an abstract system that has only two energies, and there
are Nd degenerate states at each energy. They show that
quantum coherence among degenerate states can enhance
the scaling of a power with the number of degeneracy while
the value of an efficiency is fixed. This demonstrates the
scaling enhancement of quantum engines at a finite temper-
ature where the degeneracy of the system seems to play a
role in defining the enhancement.
However, the model of Ref. [35] is so abstract that we

cannot easily understand the physics and mechanism
behind the quantum enhancement. Moreover, due to such
nature of their model, it is not straightforward to find a
physical counterpart of their model. For a better interpre-
tation of the quantum phenomena, it is preferable to seek
another concrete model that provides the quantum enhance-
ment with a physically realizable setting.
Here, we propose a quantum heat engine with a qubit-

based model that is relevant and applicable to many
quantum information protocols. The key feature of our
model is a collective quantum phenomenon called super-
absorption, which allows for efficient energy exchange
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between the qubits and environment [40–43]. By using a
physically realizable system, we show how the enhanced
power scaling of ΘðN2Þ and the fixed value of the
efficiency can be achieved with N entangled qubits at
the same time, whereas a conventional engine with N
separable qubits provides a power with a scaling of ΘðNÞ.
Our engine also beats classical engines composed of N
particles obeying a Langevin equation where the power
scales asΘðNÞ [17,44]. Considering the microscopic model
of the heat engine, we add the understanding of quantum-
enhanced performance. More specifically, our results reveal
that the description of the enhancement by the degeneracy
is not generic; rather the origin of the enhancement can be
understood by a connectivity between quantum states
where the system dynamics takes place.
Superabsorption.—Superabsorption [40–43] is the

reverse process of superradiance. In superradiance, a
collective emission is observed in an N-qubit system near
the middle of the Dicke ladder [45–48]. However, an
energy emission process is more dominant than an energy
absorption process when a system is coupled with a white-
noise environment; thus, it is not straightforward to observe
superabsorption in a natural environment. To overcome this
limitation, quantum control techniques can be used to
enhance the absorption process. In particular, an interact-
ing qubit system is coupled with a controlled environment
for transition rate engineering; then, superabsorption
can be achieved where the target two states chosen from
the middle of the Dicke ladder have an enhanced tran-
sition [40].
We introduce a Hamiltonian for superabsorption. In this

system, we assume that the environment can be controlled
by reservoir engineering. In particular, we consider a case
in which the qubits are coupled with a leaky cavity [49,50],
and this coupling induces an energy relaxation on the
qubits with a Lorentzian form factor [51,52]. The
Hamiltonian Ĥtot of the total system is given by

Ĥtot ¼ ĤN þ ĤE þ Ĥint; ð1Þ

ĤN ¼ ωAĴz þ ΩĴ2z ;

ĤE ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dkωkB̂

†
kB̂k; ωk ¼ jkj;

Ĥint ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dkðĴþ þ Ĵ−Þ ðξðωkÞB̂k þ ξ�ðωkÞB̂†

kÞ;

ξðωÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δω
2π

r
g

ω − ωc − iΔω=2
; ð2Þ

where ĤN (ĤE) denotes a Hamiltonian for the N-qubit
system (environment) and Ĥint denotes an interaction
Hamiltonian between the system and environment. In
our system, all N qubits have the same frequency ωA
and interact with each other in an all-to-all manner with
strength Ω. For the engineered bosonic environment, a

mode with wave number k (and energy ωk ¼ jkj) is
collectively coupled to the N-qubit system with the com-
plex function ξðωkÞ. The cavity, with frequency ωc, is
coupled to the N-qubit system with strength g, and Δω is
the decay rate of the cavity. The bosonic operators B̂k

satisfy the commutation relations ½B̂k; B̂
†
k0 � ¼ δðk − k0Þ. The

collective operators Ĵz and Ĵ� are defined by summations

of the Pauli operators for all the qubits as Ĵz ¼ 1
2

P
N
i¼1 σ̂

ðiÞ
z

and Ĵ� ¼ P
N
i¼1 σ̂

ðiÞ
� , where σ̂z ¼ jeihej − jgihgj, σ̂þ ¼

jeihgj, σ̂− ¼ ðσ̂þÞ†, and jei (jgi) denotes the excited
(ground) state of a qubit. By introducing another collective
operator Ĵ2 that represents the total angular momentum, we
define jJ;Mi as a Dicke state, which is a simultaneous
eigenstate of the operators Ĵ2 and Ĵz with eigenvalues
JðJ þ 1Þ and M, respectively [45].
When the initial state of the system belongs to a subspace

spanned by the Dicke states jMi ¼ jðN=2Þ;Mi having the
maximum total angular momentum, the dynamics under
consideration is totally confined in the same subspace. This
subspace is called the Dicke ladder, within which the
Hamiltonian ĤN is diagonal as

ĤN ¼
X
M

EMjMihMj; EM ¼ ωAM þΩM2: ð3Þ

In addition, we define an energy difference ΔM ¼ EM −
EM−1 ¼ ωA þ ð2M − 1ÞΩ and a transition frequency
ωM ¼ jΔMj between the Dicke states jMi and jM − 1i
ðM ¼ −ðN=2Þ;−ðN=2Þ þ 1;…; ðN=2ÞÞ.
By adopting the standard Born-Markov and rotating-

wave approximation, for an N-qubit quantum state ρ̂S
that is diagonal in the Dicke states fjMig, we can derive
the following Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad
(GKSL) master equation [40]:

dρ̂S
dt

¼
X
M

aMðΓ↓
MD½L̂↓

M�½ρ̂S� þ Γ↑
MD½L̂↑

M�½ρ̂S�Þ: ð4Þ

For a positive ΔM, the factor Γ↓
M ¼ κMð1þ nMÞ

(Γ↑
M ¼ κMnM) is a transition coefficient for the dynamics

jMi ↦ jM − 1i (jM − 1i ↦ jMi), where nM ¼
1=ðeβωM − 1Þ is defined as the Bose-Einstein occupation
number with an inverse temperature β and κM ¼
4πjξðωMÞj2 is the value of the spectral density at frequency
ωM. The dynamics jMi ↦ jM − 1i (jM − 1i ↦ jMi)
is induced by a Lindblad operator L̂↓

M ¼ jM − 1ihMj
(L̂↑

M ¼ ðL̂↓
MÞ†). (For a negative ΔM, the definitions of the

coefficients and the Lindblad operators are, respectively,
interchanged.) In a two-level system defined as HM ¼
fjMi; jM − 1ig, a detailed-balance condition Γ↓

M=Γ
↑
M ¼

eβΔM is satisfied for each M. The superoperator D is
given by D½L̂�½ρ̂� ¼ L̂ ρ̂ L̂† − 1

2
ðL̂†L̂ ρ̂þρ̂L̂†L̂Þ for arbitrary
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operators L̂ and ρ̂, and aM ¼ ½ðN=2Þ þM�½ðN=2Þ−
M þ 1�. In particular, aM quantifies the enhancement of the
transition rate of HM. Specifically, for an odd number N (as
assumed throughout this Letter), the labelM ¼ 1=2 gives us
the largest factor a1=2 ¼ ðN þ 1Þ2=4. Thus, we obtain the
maximum enhancement of the transition rate within a sub-
space H1=2 ¼ fj1=2i; j−1=2ig, which we call the effec-
tive two-level system (E2LS). It is worth noting that j1=2i
and j−1=2i are highly entangled states used for many
other applications in quantum information processing
[45,46,53–59].
The key aspect of superabsorption is to confine the

dynamics within the E2LS. Such a confinement can be
realized by setting Ω ≫ Δω and ωc ¼ ω1=2 (which we
adopt throughout this Letter). In this case, owing to the
frequency selectivity, the environment is strongly coupled
only with the E2LS, and the energy absorption transition
j−1=2i ↦ j1=2i becomes much more relevant than the
energy emission process j−1=2i ↦ j−3=2i.
Heat engine based on superabsorption.—Here, we

describe our protocol of the quantum-enhanced heat engine
based on superabsorption (see Fig. 1). The N-qubit system
is a working medium in our scheme. We employ a high-
temperature bath and a low-temperature bath. The inverse
temperature and cavity frequency of the high(low)-
temperature bath are βHðβCÞ and ωH

c ðωC
c Þ, respectively.

The initial state ρ̂Sð0Þ is diagonal in the Dicke states
fjMigM as ρ̂Sð0Þ ¼

P
M pMð0ÞjMihMj. A cycle of the

heat engine consists of four strokes as follows: Stroke 1:
Thermalization with a high-temperature bath. The
N-qubit system is coupled with a high-temperature bath
βH for a period τH. During this process, the qubits are
resonant with the cavity as ωH

c ¼ ωH
A , and the energy

of the Dicke state jMi is given by EH
M ¼

MωH
A þM2Ω. The dynamics of this thermalization stroke

from ρ̂Sð0Þ to ρ̂SðτHÞ ¼
P

M pMðτHÞjMihMj is governed
by Eq. (4), and the change in the energy of the N-qubit
system is interpreted as a heat input QH to the system:
QH ¼ P

M EH
M½pMðτHÞ − pMð0Þ�. Stroke 2: Quenching of

the qubit frequency ωH
A ↦ ωC

A . After decoupling all the
qubits from the heat bath βH, the qubit frequency is
simultaneously changed from ωH

A to ωC
A . We assume that

this is performed in a much shorter time than the time
required for a single cycle of our engine. As the instanta-
neous Hamiltonian ĤN always commutes with ρ̂SðτHÞ, the
state remains in ρ̂SðτHÞ. For this stroke, the energy change
of the system is interpreted as a work output Wout from the
system: Wout ¼

P
M ðEH

M − EC
MÞpMðτHÞ. Here, EC

M ¼
MωC

A þM2Ω is the energy of jMi after this quenching
stroke. Stroke 3: Thermalization with a low-temperature
bath. The N-qubit system is coupled with a low-
temperature bath βC for a period τC, and a resonant
condition ωC

c ¼ωC
A is assumed. The dynamics in this stroke

is described by ρ̂SðτHÞ↦ ρ̂SðτÞ¼
P

MpMðτÞjMihMj
(τ ¼ τH þ τC). Similar to Stroke 1, a heat output QC to
the bath is defined as QC ¼ P

M EC
M½pMðτHÞ − pMðτÞ�.

Stroke 4: Quenching of the qubit frequency ωC
A ↦ ωH

A .
After decoupling all the qubits from the heat bath βC, the
qubit frequency is simultaneously changed from ωC

A to ωH
A .

Again, we assume that we can ignore the quenching time
for this stroke. For the same reason as that in the case of
Stroke 2, the quantum state remains in ρ̂SðτÞ during this
stroke, and a work input Win to the system is defined
as Win ¼

P
M ðEH

M − EC
MÞpMðτÞ.

We define the efficiency η and power output P of the heat
engine cycle as

η ¼ Wext

QH
; P ¼ Wext

τ
; ð5Þ

whereWext ¼ Wout −Win denotes the extractable work. We
introduce an efficiency deficit as Δη ¼ ηC − η, where ηC ¼
1 − βH=βC is the Carnot efficiency.
Now, we explain the choice of parameters. We set the

thermalization periods as τH ¼ ϵ=ða1=2ΓH↓
1=2Þ and τC ¼

ϵ=ða1=2ΓC↓
1=2Þ, where ϵ denotes a positive dimensionless

constant. Then, the cycle period τ ¼ τH þ τC scales as
τ ¼ ΘðN−2Þ. For the subsequent analytical discussion, ϵ
should be much smaller than one so that higher-order terms
Oðϵ2Þ can be ignored. Moreover, we choose the initial state
ρ̂Sð0Þ ¼

P
M pMð0ÞjMihMj as

p−1=2ð0Þ ¼
2

2þ e−βHω
H
A þ e−βCω

C
A

; ð6Þ

where p1=2ð0Þ ¼ 1 − p−1=2ð0Þ and pMð0Þ ¼ 0 for
M ≠ 1

2
;− 1

2
. This choice is for an analytical form of the

power and efficiency, as will be described later. Now, we

(2) Quench

(4) Quench

(1) Thermalization
(superabsorption)

(3) Thermalization
(superradiance)

FIG. 1. Schematic of protocol for heat engine based on super-
absorption. N qubits interact with a cavity coupled with a thermal
bath. This configuration is useful for tailoring the properties of
the environment for the qubits. By repeated thermalization of the
qubits and quenching of the qubit frequency, we can extract the
work. A heat engine with separable states corresponds to a case
with N ¼ 1, and we can operate N separable engines in parallel.
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consider a ratio χconf between p1=2ðτHÞ − p1=2ð0Þ and
p−3=2ðτHÞ − p−3=2ð0Þ, which quantifies the population
change in the E2LS compared with that in j−3=2i. It is
worth noting that, because we consider a low-temperature
condition (βHωH

A ; βCω
C
A ≫ 1), the population of j3=2i is

negligible. According to this analysis, we choose param-
eters that satisfy the following condition:

χconf ¼
�
1þ 16

�
Ω
Δω

�
2
�
e−βHω

H
A − e−βCω

C
A

2
≫ 1: ð7Þ

Thus, as long as this condition (7) is satisfied, the dynamics
of the system is nearly confined in the E2LS. The condition
(7) implies that both the reservoir engineering and the
coupling between qubits are essential, because we cannot
satisfy this condition with either a white-noise environment
(Δω → ∞) or noninteracting qubits (Ω ¼ 0). Therefore,
the concept of superabsorption is crucial for realizing the
proposed engine.
Here, we consider a simplified scenario in which the

dynamics is perfectly confined in the E2LS to calculate the
power and efficiency, although we will discuss more
realistic cases with a finite leakage from the E2LS later.
When we adopt the initial state described by Eq. (6) and
p1=2ð0Þ ¼ 1 − p−1=2ð0Þ, by disregarding both the leakage
and the higher-order termsOðϵ2Þ, we can construct a closed
trajectory of the quantum state after a heat engine cycle; the
populations of j1=2i and j−1=2i do not change after the
cycle. Then, we obtain the following forms of the efficiency
deficit and power, respectively:

ΔηE2LS ¼
ωC
A

ωH
A
−
βH
βC

≥ 0; ð8Þ

PE2LS ¼ a1=2PN¼1; ð9Þ

where the power output PN¼1 for a one-qubit system is
explicitly given by

PN¼1 ¼
γPðe−βHωH

A − e−βCω
C
A Þ

4 − ðe−βHωH
A þ e−βCω

C
A Þ2 ðω

H
A − ωC

AÞ: ð10Þ

Here, γP ¼ 8g2=Δω represents a modified relaxation rate
owing to the Purcell effect [51,52,60]. From Eq. (9),
because we have a1=2 ¼ 1

4
ðN þ 1Þ2, we obtain the quan-

tum-enhanced performance P ¼ ΘðN2Þ at a finite temper-
ature, which is significantly different from the performance
Psep ¼ ΘðNÞ obtained with N separable qubits.
Here, we consider what properties of quantum systems

contribute to the scaling advantage of performance. The
Dicke state j1=2i (j−1=2i) withN qubits is an equal-weight
superposition of all computational bases with ðN þ 1Þ=2
ððN − 1Þ=2Þ qubits in jei and ðN − 1Þ=2 ððN þ 1Þ=2Þ
qubits in jgi, and the energies corresponding to j1=2i

and j−1=2i both have an exponentially large degeneracy
given by NCðNþ1Þ=2 ∼ 2N=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
. However, by applying the

jump operator of Eq. (4), which flips only one spin, to
a computational basis of j1=2i (j−1=2i), we have only
½ðN þ 1Þ=2� bases of j−1=2i (j1=2i), and we define this
value as a connectivity. This value provides us a matrix
element of the operator Ĵ� between j1=2i and j−1=2i, and
its square gives the resulting scaling factor of the transition
rate a1=2 ¼ 1

4
ðN þ 1Þ2 in our system. This shows that, for

the quantum enhancement, the degeneracy is not generic;
rather the connectivity of the quantum states between one
degenerated subspace and another induced by the system-
environment interaction is crucial. Moreover, our results
provide a unified understanding of both our model and that
of Tajima and Funo [35]. In their case, the number of
connectivity coincides with that of degeneracy, and thus our
results lead to a conclusion that their scaling advantage also
comes from the number of connectivity [61].
Now, we consider the dependence of the confinement

performance χconf on the efficiency deficit ΔηE2LS in our
engine. In particular, we consider the case in which we tune
only ωC

A to change ΔηE2LS. Then, χconf can be rewritten as

χconf¼
βCω

H
A

2eβHω
H
A

�
1þ16

�
Ω
Δω

�
2
�
ΔηE2LSþOðΔη2E2LSÞ: ð11Þ

This implies that χconf is linearly dependent on ΔηE2LS.
When we take the Carnot limit ΔηE2LS → 0 by tuning ωC

A
and fixing the other parameters, χconf approaches zero, and
the system is no longer confined in the E2LS. Meanwhile,
for a fixed ΔηE2LS, by choosing a larger value of Ω=Δω,
we can maintain the confinement condition of χconf ≫ 1.
Thus, controlling the parameter Ω=Δω via reservoir engi-
neering is crucial for our scheme.
Next, we investigate a trade-off relation between the

power and the efficiency of our engine. Tajima and Funo
derived a trade-off relation P=Δη ≤ BTF for quantum heat
engines described by GKSL master equations, where the
upper bound BTF quantifies a (time-averaged) measure of
quantum coherence during the heat engine cycle [35]. To
the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to apply the
general formula to an N-qubit system, and we prove that
BTF ¼ ΘðN2Þ. Thus, our heat engine scheme attains this
upper bound in terms of the scaling with N. For a classical
model of heat bath described by a Langevin equation, there
is a known bound of P=Δη ≤ BSST ¼ ΘðNÞ for an
N-particle system, as discussed in Refs. [17,44].
Therefore, the trade-off performance P=Δη ¼ ΘðN2Þ of
our heat engine reflects the scaling advantage over such
classical engines as well [61].
Numerical results.—Here, we present numerical results

on the performance of our heat engine under the effect of a
finite leakage from the E2LS. First, we estimate the number
of cycles nconf during which the quantum state is
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significantly confined to the E2LS as nconf ¼
1=½a−1=2ðΓH↓

−1=2τH þ ΓC↓
−1=2τCÞ� ≃ ½1 þ 16ðΩ=ΔωÞ2�=ð2εÞ.

For our settings, nconf ≃ 7.69 × 106. Second, for ΔηE2LS ¼
0.05 and N ¼ 31, we numerically calculate Δη and P for
5000ð≪ nconfÞ heat engine cycles, and we find that the
results deviate from ΔηE2LS and PE2LS only by a few
percent at most, respectively (the detailed settings are given
in the caption of Fig. 2). From these results, we conclude
that the confinement in the E2LS is sufficiently strong to
claim that we approximately have a closed trajectory of the
quantum state after each cycle. Finally, we numerically
calculate the power output PðNÞ against N with several
values of ωC

A . As we fix the other parameters, the change in
ωC
A induces the change in ΔηE2LS. We plot the power

outputs against the number of qubits, as shown in Fig. 2.
Here, we define PðNÞ as the power output of the first cycle
for each N. As ΔηE2LS decreases, the power P decreases for
the fixed N. However, importantly, the behavior P ¼
ΘðN2Þ is observed regardless of the value of ΔηE2LS.
Therefore, for a large number of qubits, we can achieve
both high power and high efficiency in our engine with
entanglement, compared with the conventional engine with
separable states.
Conclusion.—We proposed a quantum-enhanced heat

engine with a power output that exhibits a quantum scaling
with the number of qubits at a finite temperature. Our
engine is fueled by an entanglement-enhanced energy
absorption process called superabsorption, where the
dynamics of an N-qubit system is approximately confined
in a subspace spanned by two highly entangled states. We
analytically showed that, as long as the confinement is
significant, our engine achieves a power of P ¼ ΘðN2Þ

with N entangled qubits, whereas a conventional engine
with N separable qubits provides a power of P ¼ ΘðNÞ.
Moreover, we numerically observed the same scaling
advantage even under the effect of a finite leakage to the
other states. We elucidate the mechanism of quantum
enhancement of performance, and show that a connectivity
of the quantum states between one degenerated subspace
and another induced by the system-environment interaction
plays an important role in achieving the scaling advantage
with the quantum heat engine. Our proposal is also
important for realizing next-generation quantum devices
such as high-performance refrigerators for quantum
systems [83–85].
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Note added.—Recently, we became aware of a related study
that uses a collective effect for a quantum refrigerator [86].
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